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Dear Members of the INTDS community!
We are happy to present the latest edition of “Target Laboratories of the World”,featuring the IFIN-HH in Măgurele, Romania. We thank Nicoleta for making thiscontribution possible!In this Newsletter you will find a new category designed to introduce new targetmakers. In this issue you will get to know the new (and old) team of ArgonneNational Lab. We intend to periodically fill this section, relying on yoursubmissions or suggestions, to facilitate introductions and connections withinour community.The Executive Board of the INTDS met several times online this year, working onthe new by-laws of our society. This was necessary since we had to register theINTDS new in Tennessee and to apply for the re-institution of the non-profitstatus. John Greene already worked hard on this for a long time in Illinois andnow Matt Gott will hopefully finish this task in Tennessee before next year’sconference. You will receive the current and proposed version of the by-laws foryour approval once they are concerted by the Board of Directors and approvedby a lawyer.This issue also includes reports of target trainings from 2022 and 2023 as well asannouncements of upcoming events.Apart from that, Christmas is approaching with mighty steps and the year slowlydraws to an end. This will hopefully bring a quiet time to take a deep breath andgather strength for a new successful year, which holds great prospects for manyof us. In 2024, the next INTDS World Conference will be hosted by Oak RidgeNational Laboratory. This occasion presents a unique opportunity for many of usto convene, share insights, and address the pressing questions surroundingtarget production.
To keep the INTDS Newsletter engaging and informative, we rely on yourcontributions, ideas, advertisements, or any insights you wish to share withfellow INTDS members. Please send your submissions to INTDS-Newsletter@gsi.de. Let's all contribute to enriching our community by sharingtips, tricks, and valuable knowledge with fellow target makers!
Best wishes,Bettina Lommel, Birgit Kindler and Noemi Cerboni

mailto:INTDS-Newsletter@gsi.de
mailto:INTDS-Newsletter@gsi.de
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Target Preparation Laboratory of IFIN-HH: Technical ServicesHoria Hulubei National Institute for Physics and Nuclear Engineering (IFIN-HH),Măgurele, RomaniaNicoleta M. Florea, Andreea Radu, Daniel Tofan
The Target Preparation Laboratory (TPL) at IFIN-HH (Horia Hulubei NationalInstitute for Physics and Nuclear Engineering, Măgurele, Romania) wasestablished in 2013 to support the research endeavors undertaken within theNuclear Physics Department. This department serves as a multidisciplinaryresearch unit in the field of nuclear and atomic physics.The primary objective of TPL is the preparation of targets for nuclear physicsexperiments conducted at both the 9 MV Tandem and the 3 MV Tandetronaccelerators at IFIN-HH. Furthermore, TPL also provide targets forcollaborative international research institutions, including but not limited toCERN, IPN Orsay, and LNL.The TPL provides solid targets in the form of thin films with a thickness rangespanning from several tens of μg/cm2 to several hundreds of mg/cm2. Thesetargets are produced using either naturally occurring materials or enrichedstable isotopes.The laboratory is equipped with state-of-the-art equipment for targetpreparation, employing techniques such as physical vapor deposition (PVD)with both resistive heating and electron beam-based systems, as well as coldrolling and tablet pressing methods (Figure 1).

Figure 1: Equipment available for target preparation.
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TPL also possesses advanced capabilities dedicated to target characterization:
1. Thickness determination:

• Rutherford Backscattering Spectrometry
• Alpha Transmission2. Microstructure characterization:
• X-ray Powder Diffraction3. Morphological characterization:
• Optical Microscopy
• Atomic Force Microscopy
• Scanning Electron Microscopy
• Energy Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy

Based on the available capabilities, TPL has successfully produced a largevariety of both natural or isotopic targets, spanning across a wide spectrum ofchemical elements and compounds (Figure 2).

Figure 2: Elements featured in the nuclear targets produced at TPL since it was establishedin 2013.
In general, the required targets have been manufactured using high vacuumevaporation, cold rolling and tablet pressing techniques. Moreover, the TPLfrequently employs a wide range of metallothermic reduction reactionsinvolving various oxides and dedicated reducing agents. This approach hasproven successful in generating numerous high-purity metallic targets,starting from commercial oxides such as 30SiO2, 46TiO2, 72,73GeO2, 121Sb2O5,140CeO2, 144,147,149,152,154Sm2O3, 160Gd2O3, natEu2O3, natTm2O3, 176Yb2O3 and more.Thin films of natBa, 86Sr, 40Ca, 24Mg in metal form, capable of withstandingexposure to air, have also been produced using this methodology. These filmsare often sandwiched between inert gold layers.
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Additionally, thick, self-supported targets of 13C, 14N, 16O, and 30Si targetshave been prepared through the tablet pressing method, employing ahydraulic press. Figure 3 shows a variety of targets produced at TPL.

In summary, the Target Preparation Laboratory at IFIN-HH is equipped withadvanced technical capabilities, complemented by a team of highlyspecialized professionals possessing the essential know-how. This collectiveexpertise enables the precise and high–quality preparation of targets fornuclear experiments.
Acknowledgement:This work was supported by the Romanian Ministry of Research, Innovationand Digitization under Contract PN 23 21 01 02.

Figure 3: Examples of targets produced in our laboratory.
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From the 13th to 23rd September 2023, IFIN-HH (Horia Hulubei NationalInstitute for Physics and Nuclear Engineering in Măgurele, Romania) hostedthe EURO-LABS Basic Training School 2023 (BTS23). In the frame of this eventTLP (Target Preparation Laboratory) organized hands-on activities regardingtechniques for target preparation and characterization. The main objectivewas to help the participants have a clear understanding about themethodologies employed in the preparation of targets for nuclear physicsexperiments.

Horia Hulubei National Institute for Physics and Nuclear Engineering (IFIN-HH),Măgurele, RomaniaNicoleta M. Florea, Daniel Tofan

The poster for the BTS23.
A number of 27 attendees with diverse backgrounds, includingundergraduate, master’s, doctoral, and postdoctoral students frominstitutions across Europe, Africa, Asia and the Americas were selected toparticipate. These participants with dedicated interest in nuclear physics hadthe opportunity to get a general overview on the target preparation andcharacterization techniques employed within the TPL of IFIN-HH.
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To improve the BTS23 experience and give each participant a chance to beactively involved in the preparation process of nuclear targets, the attendeeswere divided into three smaller working groups. The hands-on activities werespread over three days, where each group exercised preparing their owntarget over the three hours course per day.The training practice started with a lecture aimed at covering thefundamental concepts necessary for target preparation. The lecture had alsoan interactive session, where participants could ask questions; this allowedthem to understand the physical processes’ advantages and limitationsinvolved in the process of obtaining the targets for nuclear experiments. Theparticipants were also taken on a general tour of the target laboratory ofIFIN-HH, during which, PVD and rolling equipment were discussed in moredetail.

BTS23 participants.

Target preparation, featuring hands-on experience with cold-rolling and PVD techniques(images from the participants’ final reports).
Next, an interactive demonstration on preparation of an aluminum-backedgold target was made and each group prepared its own target. First, theparticipants practiced the cold rolling method through thinning down acommercial Al foil.
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Before starting to work with the rolling mill, the factors that may influencethe quality of the obtained metallic foils (metal substrate purity, surfaceuniformity and cleanness of steel strips, reduction per pass, etc) werediscussed.After this, the participants were guided through the process of selecting andmanipulating clean steel strips and incremental steps. They successfullyachieved the goal of reducing the thickness of the Al foil from about7 mg/cm2 to 2-3 mg/cm2.

Participants practicing cold-rolling.
Next, they were supervised in choosing an appropriate glue and in mountingthe obtained Al foil onto a target frame.
The next step was to deposit a very thin gold layer onto the already preparedAl foil using PVD via resistive heating. The students were guided through theprocesses of choosing a refractory metal basket compatible to the evaporantto avoid alloy formation and of selecting the mounting geometry to maximizesubstrate deposition while minimizing deposition of contaminants into thecondensed film. Finally, students were directed on how to generate a slowevaporation rate that maximizes the uniformity of the deposited substrate.

The Al foils prepared by participants were covered with a thin gold layer by PVDvia resistive heating.



While waiting for reaching the right vacuum for PVD, the students were alsotrained to mount thin carbon foils onto the target frame via the floatingmethod.
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One of the participants practicing the floating method for mounting the carbon foil ontothe target frame.
The participants had the opportunity to characterize their obtained targetsusing SEM-EDX for obtaining information about target surface’s morphologyvia SEM, and to verify its elemental purity by EDX.

Targets prepared by each group were analyzed by SEM-EDX(images from the participants’ final reports).
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Finally, each of the prepared targets were analyzed by RBS to measure the thickness ofdeposited Au layer (images from the participants’ final reports).
At the end of the BTS23, each of the three groups gave oral presentations oftheir activities during the school with a special emphasis on their targetpreparation experiences.Taking into account that the participants were trained on all the aspects oftarget preparation and characterization and looking to their final reports onecan say that the EURO-LABS Basic Training School 2023 has reached its mainobjective in the field of target preparation.

Finally, once the participants had confirmed the elemental composition oftheir own target, they were taken to the 3MV Tandetron accelerator wherethey assisted in measurements of the thickness of the gold layer via theRutherford Backscattering Method (RBS).
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Center for Accelerator Target ScienceArgonne National Laboratory, Lemont, Illinois, United StatesClaus Müller-Gatermann, John Greene, Connor Mohs
Naturally, ATLAS (Argonne Tandem Linac Accelerator System,www.anl.gov/atlas) and its users set the priorities for the target laboratory inArgonne. But in 2016 the Center for Accelerator Target Science (CATS,www.anl.gov/phy/cats) was founded and the objectives were extended toserve the DOE-NP (Department of Energy Office of Nuclear Physics) low energycommunity with targets whenever possible. Moreover, Research andDevelopment of targetry and the training of our future workforce on themethods are further goals, as well as keeping an inventory of existing targets tobe available on a first-come first-serve basis.Recently, there was a personnel change and CATS got reviewed externally forthe DOE, if these goals are met. About one year ago Matt Gott left to Oak RidgeNational Laboratory and is now leading the Stable Isotope Materials andChemistry Group. Claus Müller-Gatermann (www.anl.gov/profile/claus-mueller-gatermann) did his PostDoc at this time in the low energy physics group andtook the challenge to take over ad interim and since March as the new targetmaker. Claus has a broad background in accelerator and detector physics, ionbeams, material analysis and specialized later in gamma-ray spectroscopy witha focus on Doppler-shift methods. He got his PhD 2019 in the group of AlfredDewald at the University of Cologne (Germany) conducting lifetimemeasurements of excited nuclear states. These experiments are typically usingplunger targets, which need to be stretchable and of high surface quality. Theneed for these targets is also one reason why Claus started with targetry about10 years ago in Cologne and other labs where experiments were performed.Claus is supported by Connor Mohs (www.anl.gov/profile/connor-mohs), whojoined as a technician in February 2022. Connor has a bachelor in Physics fromPurdue University and worked with several detector setups for high energyphysics. The team is completed by our national treasure John Greene(www.anl.gov/profile/john-p-greene) who has become an Argonne Associate.John has now finally the time to do R&D, when he is not passing along hisexperience which is much appreciated.

http://www.anl.gov/atlas
http://www.anl.gov/phy/cats
http://www.anl.gov/profile/claus-mueller-gatermann
http://www.anl.gov/profile/claus-mueller-gatermann
http://www.anl.gov/profile/connor-mohs
http://www.anl.gov/profile/john-p-greene


The performance of CATS as a national center for targets has been recentlyreviewed and the external committee came to the conclusion that we aremeeting the goals. We will share more of the outcome and a status update ofCATS in the next newsletter. Until then, please reach out with any question orrequest and keep our lives interesting.
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Figure 1: Team of CATS: Claus, John and Connor (from left). The faces changed, but we try todeliver the same quality targets as in the past.
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The successful Hands-on Targetry Workshop for Students of 2022 will berepeated next year. Further information will be published on the CATShomepage (https://www.anl.gov/phy/cats) and a first circular sent throughmailing lists soon. The event will be followed by the Exotic Beam SummerSchool (EBSS) in the upcoming week. We are again grateful for the supportfrom CENTAUR (Center for Excellence in Nuclear Training And University-basedResearch https://centaur.tamu.edu).

Save the date10th July to 13th July 2024Student Target Workshop at Argonne National Laboratory

https://www.anl.gov/phy/cats
https://centaur.tamu.edu
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For further information on the INTDS, please refer to our website:www.intds.org.

http://www.intds.org/

